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Season Premiere of Arrow

Written by: Charde' LaRoche and Anna Scalzi 

Fans have been patiently waiting on the arrival of The CW's hit show, Arrow, all summer long. 

Photo Credit: Arrow's Facebook (CW)
(http://https://www.facebook.com/CWArrow/photos/pb.104137579724283.-2207520000.1412783266./460093507462020/?type=3&theater)

Last season ended with Oliver defeating Slade in an epic battle, as well as ending his relationship 
with Laurel and beginning a possible relationship with Felicity. Fans also watched as Laurel dealt 
with the new's of 'Team Arrow' and Diggle's unexpected parental role. 

In a recent TV Guide (http://www.tvguide.com/News/Arrow-Season-3-Spoilers-Marc-
Guggenheim-1087886.aspx) interview, producer Marc Guggenheim remarked on the new season 
stating, "This year's all about identity for all of our characters."

So this season fans will ultimately get to see Oliver and Felicity's playful and sometimes awkward 
relationship evolve. They will also watch on as Laurel is tested with Oliver's secret. Many will 
wonder if their friendship will survive.
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Guggenheim also mentioned  a possible flashback occurring in Hong Kong.

"One of the things that we've only done occasionally with the flashbacks is learn how Oliver got a 
significant part of his arsenal or learned a specific type of skill. And one thing we'll be seeing is 
how Oliver learned how to interrogate people. And by interrogate people, I mean torture," 
Guggenheim said. ( TV Guide) 

Plot twists and jam packed action is something fans wont want to miss on the Season 3 premiere 
of Arrow this fall.  

For more information, please follow Arrow online on Twitter (https://twitter.com/CW_Arrow) and 
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/CWArrow) at #ARROWWednesdays
(http://https://twitter.com/search?q=%23arrowwednesdays&src=typd).

Arrow will air tonight right here on The CW at  8 p.m.
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